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flight?" Next year Ecldington hopes to have
an lS-electrode implant that will dramatically
increase intelligibility.
"speech is a comBut, as he points out,
plex signal intricately encoded on the auditory nerve," and it will require a lot more
work to produce artificial implants that function as well as real ears. David still has trouble judging just how loud some sounds are;
he cannot recognize certain kinds of sounds,
especially unusual words spoken out of con"I
text. Nonetheless, he is elated. Says he:
never expected to hear so well so quickly."
For now, the tiny electrodes are hooked
to hulking laboratory computers. But Ecldington is confident that once he perfects his system he can reduce it with existing technology to a unit the size of a cigarette case.
Indeed. scientists at the Ear Research Institute in Los Angeles have miniaturized more
than 100 single'electrode versions of the inner ear implant. Patients wear these units for
as long as 14 hours a day, and recognrze a
limited range of sound but little speech. Engineers at Stanford University are devising
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sophisticated implants with the same minusin computers.
cule microcircuits-chips-used
Robbin Michaelson, a researcher at the University of California at San Francisco, who is
developing a system much like Eddington's,
predicts thaL a unit enabling those with inner ear deafness to understand speech could
be on the market in a couple of years.
Such an implant, says Ecldington, might
help not only adults with inner ear deafness, but also infants born deaf because of
defective hair cells. For those who have been
deaf for a lifetime, he admits, learning the
spoken language from scratch would be difficult unless t.he device worked as well as a
real ear. But that too may be possible. Bioengineers are dreaming of an electronic ear
with as many as 5,000 electrodes, based on
even greater knowledge of the labyrinthine
ear structure and human speech. It could be
implanted in deaf babies at birth. And people who had been affiicted later in life could
once more enjoy talking to friends and iistening to Beethoven's Fifth.
-PamelaWeintraub

Speech

Sound wavss entering the ear ,
travel through spiraled cochlea,
where they stimulate nerve fibers
that signal the brain. The
fibers running from the thick end
of the spiral (shown unrolled
above) transmit high-pitched
soundsgfibers at the other end
transmit low-pitched sounds.
Speech is heard when a mix of
high-, medium-, and low-pitched
sounds reaches the nerves. To
mimic this, scientists
stimulate inner ear nentes
with electrodes (upper left)
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